
Belgium filmmaker Valery Rosier is preparing a 
new film about tourism in Mallorca. This very low 
budget film would tell with a mix of humor and 
drama the stories of ten tourists during a summer 
weekend in Mallorca. The title is MIRAGES. 

The film would be a mix of fiction and documen-
tary. The idea is to shoot between the 10th and 
the 27th of September with a very small team a 
feature film with actors and non actors who could 
participate at the project for an hour or just one 
day. 

More specifically he is looking for people 
from any nationality (spanish, german, english, 
russian, etc.) and any experience in acting:

- A 50 year old man.
- A 40 year old woman.
- A 20 year old man.
- A 18 year old woman.
- A 70 year old couple.
- A 40 year old mallorcan father and his well-sing-
ing 12 years old son.

And
 
- ANYONE between 17 and 87 years old who 
would like to participate at this film adventure is 
invited to send us some pictures and contact de-
tails (phone, email...) to the film’s official email: 
mirages2013@gmail.com. We will contact them 
afterwards and invite them to a small casting at 
the end of august. 

About the director

After studying Management Ingeneering, Valéry 
Rosier starts a filmschool in Belgium (IAD).  His 
final film, Yeti, get selected in numerous festival 
and receives a few prices. On the side he works 
as a director assistant on some feature films. 

In 2008, he shoots Good Night, a short film that 
wins lots of prizes all over the world and gets 
nominated at the European Film Awards in 2009.

In 2011, he finishes a new short film Sundays  
that wins the Discovery Prize at CRITICS’ WEEK 
in CANNES Film Festival and numerous other 
prizes (Grand Prix at IFF Bratislava 2011, Grand 
Prix at ISFU Köln, etc.)

He just finished a feature documentary, « Silence 
Radio », in the north of France and won the pres-
tigious GOLDEN FIPA at Biarritz television festival 
fipa.

Awarded filmmaker Valery Rosier is looking for 
actors and non actors who want to star in “Mirages”, 
his new feature film shoot in Mallorca

A frame from the documentary SILENCE RADIO. An image from the film DIMANCHES.

The filmaker Valery Rosier.


